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			80Storage Yard Classic: 1963-70 Ford N-Series Trucks
By Mike Burns

 – Posted on April 9, 2024
			[image: n600-2]

(first posted 7/6/2013)   In the 1960s, Ford leveraged its considerable reputation for quality trucks into an entirely new line—the N-series. These trucks slotted between the “conventional” light-to-heavy duty F-series trucks and the cab-over (COE) C-series trucks. The N-series had a shorter wheelbase than the F-Series, thanks to a cab mounted higher, partially above the rear of the engine compartment. The result was more room for the truck’s body/bed, better visibility, and tighter turning radius. The cab itself is sourced from the F-series. The N-series is sometimes referred to as the “flat-nose F-series” due to the fact that the similarities between the two series end at the cowl.  Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			30Vintage Review: 1968 Toyota 2000GT – April 1968 Car and Driver Road Test
By GN

 – Posted on April 9, 2024
			[image: ]

(first posted 4/9/2018)       In 1968, Toyota was rapidly gaining an excellent reputation for building high quality small cars with attractively low pricing.  There was nothing revolutionary about Toyotas, just surprising refinement and unexpectedly thoughtful details for the price classes in which the cars competed.   The bulk of Toyota sales went to the economy Corona, priced at $1,790 ($13,070 adjusted).  The most expensive model available in the U.S. was the Crown, which at $2,765 ($20,189 adjusted) was priced in-line with the Chevrolet Chevelle.  Given the brand’s menu of basic low-priced fare, it was quite a shock when Toyota sent over an expensive sports car–the 2000GT–aiming at the Jaguar and Porsche.  Car and Driver worked hard to get their hands on one to test–did they see Toyota’s GT as an anomaly, or the start of something potentially very interesting from the Land of the Rising Sun?

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			62Curbside Classic: 1973 Chevrolet Impala Sedan – 666, the Number of The Beast or No More Sixes
By Paul Niedermeyer

 – Posted on April 9, 2024
			[image: ]

(first posted 4/9/2018)        In the Book of Revelation, 666 is the Number of the Beast. At the Yellow Cab Company of San Diego, 666 was also the number of The Beast: a 1973 Chevrolet sedan. It was the only one in the large fleet of big Chevies with a V8 engine, courtesy of Chevrolet effectively killing the six cylinder engine for 1973. Given the very extensive seat time I had as a cabbie in a six-cylinder 1971 version, I can attest to the fact that Chevrolet should never have offered it in these beasts. Which they all were, regardless of the engine under the hood.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			9Vintage Snapshots: Imperials & Imperial Ladies In The ’50s & ’60s
By Rich Baron

 – Posted on April 9, 2024
			[image: ]

Let’s check these images featuring a few Imperials during its period as a stand-alone marque. Unlike previous galleries, the shots are slightly mixed; some feature Imperials in the open, and some are seen posing next to their owners.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			2CC Twofer: 1973 & 1975 Alpine A310 – The French 912?
By Tatra87

 – Posted on April 9, 2024
			[image: ]

Boy, this is going to be a challenge. Don Andreina, the sorely missed recently returning contributor from Down Under who authored so many quintessential CC posts, really outdid himself when he wrote up the Alpine A310. We’re talking deep, thought-provoking stuff here, a complex mosaic of thoughts and pictures woven together into a world-class tapestry of automotive delight. Go read that while I try and write this.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			23The American Two-Door Wagon 1928-1981: Ponies
By Don Andreina

 – Posted on April 9, 2024
			[image: ]

I’ve been away from CC for a while. One of the things occupying my time has been a piece on the American two-door wagon. In an extract from that piece, I profile the ponycars that received extra roofline.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			39Curbside Musings: c. 1979 MG MGB – How Associations Are Formed
By Joseph Dennis

 – Posted on April 9, 2024
			[image: c. 1979 MG MGB. Downtown Chicago, Illinois; Thursday, July 7, 2022]

I had recently compared a ’97 Olds Achieva with my experience of having attended a gifted elementary school from grades two through six.  My early education began, however, in a parochial school in the Lutheran church my family attended.  Including myself, my kindergarten class had eleven children in it – eventually twelve, with a mid-year addition.  My teacher, Mrs. Savings, drove a little MG convertible.  Just two days before my Achieva essay had run last month, I was inside that same church back in Flint for a mostly unplanned visit and Sunday morning worship for the first time in decades.  Being inside those walls again brought back so many memories dating back to my early childhood in the late ’70s.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			27Advertising Classic: Mitsubishi Eclipse
By Tom Halter

 – Posted on April 8, 2024
			[image: ]

(first posted 8/21/2017, Updated 4/8/2024)       For a car named after a celestial event, Mitsubishi actually used surprisingly few pictures of solar eclipses in their print ads for their eponymous car. The one from the hero shot (full ad below) is my personal favorite.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			64Curbside Astronomy: Sun And Moon – A Safer Way To See A Total Eclipse
By J P Cavanaugh

 – Posted on April 8, 2024
			[image: ]

(first posted 8/21/2017)        In case anyone missed the news, we are experiencing a total solar eclipse today.  Depending upon where you might be in the world, it might have already happened or is yet to appear.  In the Midwestern U.S., however, it is peaking right about now.

We have read many warnings about the dangers of looking directly at the sun in order to see this historic occurrence.  But never fear dear readers – We here at CC have come to your rescue with a completely safe way to experience this phenomenon.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			7Cohort Pic(k) Of The Day: 1968-69 Buick Riviera by Ralf K – Project Car
By Rich Baron

 – Posted on April 8, 2024
			[image: ]

Photo from the Cohort by Ralf K. 

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			28Vintage Snapshots: Cars & People – Trunk Living!
By Rich Baron

 – Posted on April 8, 2024
			[image: ]

While we like to think we’re way above the animal kingdom, humans have many of the same basic needs. Some food, a place to sleep, a nice place to hang out, and so on. And if there’s a surface to be occupied, a lair of our own to have, we readily go for it.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			9CC For Sale: 1980s Yugo – One Happy Yugo, In Central America
By Rich Baron

 – Posted on April 8, 2024
			[image: ]

When was the last time you saw a Yugo in the Western Hemisphere? I would think quite a while, for most folk. The latest sighting at CC was posted back in 2020, and a couple more have appeared at the Cohort. In Eastern Europe, appropriately.

Considering their scarcity, I thought it worth it to share this one being sold in San Salvador. And while I can’t speak for its mechanical soundness, or if it runs at all, the little car is certainly a happy one. Just look at that smile!

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			15Car Show Classic: 1954 Salmson 2300 S – Fat Lady Clears Her Throat
By Tatra87

 – Posted on April 8, 2024
			[image: ]

Apologies for stretching this “French Oddball Coupé Week” into more of a fortnight, but sometimes writing these posts takes a little longer than planned. Anyway, here’s two-door oddball numéro trois – a true old-fashioned, front-engined / RWD, body-on-frame GT and, just like the Panhard we saw last week, the final model of its maker.

 Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			180Lawnside Classics: Burt’s – Vintage and Used Riding Mower And Garden Tractor Heaven, Including One Of The Oldest Riding Mowers Ever
By Paul Niedermeyer

 – Posted on April 7, 2024
			[image: CC 196 022 900 b]

(first posted 5/18/2013)  Note : Burt only sells locally. He is retiring, is selling everything in his lot, and is willing to make deals to clear it out. He is located in Eugene, OR. on Hwy 99.  Please Do NOT CALL Burt about information, parts, service, or advice.

Some of us have manged to fall in love with all sorts of powered machinery in our lives. Ever since I figured out how to start an ancient self-propelled mower and hook a wagon to it to ride around the Yoder’s barnyard as an eight-year old, I’ve been smitten. I’ve shared my motley collection of old lawnmowers here, and I’ll get to my riding mower soon. Our town is famous for its curbside classics, but if your fancy runs to classic riding mowers and garden tractors, we have that base covered too, thanks to Burt’s.

Burt’s has been a fixture here since well before I moved here twenty years ago, selling used Lawnside Classics and such to the cognoscenti for whom a modern badge-engineered machine just won’t do. Like with so many things (appliances, etc), today most consumer riding mowers are made by just a handful of companies. Burt’s is almost a museum, but you can buy whatever catches your fancy, like a Ford to match your blue Crown Vic.  Let’s take a look around.  Read the rest of this entry »



					

				
			61Jeep Wagoneer Ads Through the Decades – These Explain America’s Love of SUVs Better Than Anything I Could Say
By Paul Niedermeyer

 – Posted on April 7, 2024
			[image: ]1977

(first posted 4/6/2018)      I’ve been pointing out for years that the long decline of sedans and station wagons at the hands of SUVs and trucks goes way back, right to the 1950s. The world was changing; it was the rise of individualism, affluence, independence, cool, safety, and a renewed interest in the outdoors, real or imagined. A vehicle with as few limitations as possible for the unfettered expression of freedom. And no vehicle defines the rise of the non-sedan better the Jeep Wagoneer. It arrived in 1962, right on cue when these qualities were about to explode in the sixties. And the trend has never stopped; everyone wants to be “a very special individual”. And for them, here’s the vehicle, or all of its endless imitators and successors.  Read the rest of this entry »
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